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About the cover
The development of computational methods for solving
partial differential equations on the sphere is complicated by
problems that result from the spherical coordinate system,
particularly the convergence of longitude lines at the pole.
These problems have led researchers to propose a variety of
computational methods for the solution of meteorological
equations in spherical coordinates.

The cover graphic comes from a study done by Gerald
Browning (Scientific Computing Division), Jim Hack (Cli-
mate and Global Dynamics Division), and Paul
Swarztrauber (Scientific Computing Division). The study
compared the accuracy and computational requirements of
three numerical methods (two spectral methods and one
finite difference method) for integrating the shallow water
system of equations on the sphere. In this experiment, the
unsteady nonlinear equations are solved for a translating
synoptic scale low pressure perturbation embedded in a
zonal jet. The cover shows the geopotential height deviation
from a known analytic solution at three days into the nu-
merical integration using the spectral transform method, for
a triangular truncation of 42 waves and a time step of 450
seconds.

The three numerical models that were built and used in this
study were executed on the CRAY X-MP, typically exhibit-
ing execution rates between 80 and 110 megaflops, and exe-
cution times in excess of 30 minutes for the higher resolu-
tion experiments. The graphics were generated using the
NCAR System Plot Package and printed on the Xerox 4050
printers.
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by Bill Buzbee

As you are undoubtedly aware, the NCAR CRAY
X-MP is heavily loaded and our CRAY-1A is
returning to full load. As a result we are seeing
broad usage of all job classes, i.e., users competing
for the Cray computers on the basis of priority
charging. This has significant implications for
anyone who is formulating a proposal or plan for
usage of NCAR supercomputers. Simply put, the
assumption that lots of time will be available at
Background 2 rates is no longer valid. There are
other important consequences as well. For ex-
ample, we are seeing some increase in I/O block
time and in other overhead factors as the load
increases. SCD personnel are monitoring the
computers, with an eye for jobs that are generating
above-normal I/O. This is an area where you can
help. First, please make sure that your own codes
are in order with respect to efficient use of the
computer. Our consultants will be happy to help
with related questions. Second, since many of you
also monitor status information about jobs running
in the computer, please inform us of situations
where inefficient use appears likely.

We are pleased to report that the recent partition-
ing of execution slots in the Job Queue Manager
(see July issue of SCD Computing News, Page 15)
is accomplishing its intended purpose. Turnaround
time for university jobs is significantly less than
for NCAR jobs. This means that university usage
can continue to grow to the allocated 44% of our
resources while NCAR and joint projects compete
for their allocated share via priority charging.
Finally, we continue to urge that users provide
techniques for restarting Cray jobs. Please see

Page 18 of the November 1987 issue of SCD
Computing News (known as The Record at that
time) for instructions for how to do this. Also, the
SCD document "How to Recover and Restart Your
Cray Job," Version 1.0, November 1987, is a
reprint of that article.

As evidenced in the lead article, SCD is now much
involved in national and international networking.
This reflects our belief that the merger of comput-
ers and communication will ultimately prove to
have as much impact on science and engineering
as the development of the computer has had.
Networks provide geoscientists with access to
NCAR supercomputers and data archives, and also
provide electronic mail among collaborators. As a
result, the practice of science in our community is
changing. Networks are also a resource to hack-
ers, so please take care of your password as
recommended in the article in this issue.

Two important software developments are dis-
cussed in this issue. Our UNIX version of NCAR
Graphics will be a tremendous asset to many of
you. It is easy to install and more efficient than
the "classical" generic package. If you have a
UNIX system, we strongly recommend that you
consider use of the UNIX version of NCAR
Graphics. The new MUDPAK library is one of
the few software collections available that contains
general-purpose subroutines for applying multigrid
techniques to elliptic partial differential equations.
And, of course, multigrid iteration is the most
efficient algorithm available for this class of
problems.
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An introduction to networking at NCAR

by Ken Case

Over the past twelve months, SCD has connected to
three more networks - NSN, the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration Science Network;
SPAN, the Space Physics Analysis Network; and
BITNET. The NSFNET (National Science Foundation
Network) backbone has been upgraded recently, and
we are seeing improved service and performance on it.
In addition, we have simplified job submittal from
remote sites via the Internet Remote Job Entry (IRJE).
See "Remote Job Entry over the Internet now avail-
able" in the March issue of the SCD Computing News
for more information. By the end of the year, remote
users will also be able to submit jobs directly over
BITNET and directly over DECnet-based networks as
well via our MASnet/Internet Gateway Server (MIGS)
software. You will be hearing more about these
options in the coming months. The latter half of this
article briefly describes the major networks currently
in use at NCAR and the accompanying diagram
illustrates the various networks that either connect to
NCAR or will soon connect to NCAR.

Alongside the rapid developments in networking and
connectivity, a specialized "networking vocabulary"
has been evolving. As users take advantage of oppor-
tunities to access the SCD computing facilities via
networks, we all need to become familiar with the
associated vocabulary. In an effort to facilitate this
process, this article provides working definitions of
common networking terms. Please note that these are
current definitions - they have not been formally
reviewed or adopted by any of the organizations that
set computing standards. As networking technology
continues to change, the definitions and the terms we
use to describe it will also continue to evolve.

Network terms

LAN: A Local Area Network is a physical technol-
ogy that interconnects computer hardware within a
limited physical area such as a single building or
several buildings grouped within a few thousand
meters. Examples include Ethernet and ProNET-10
token ring.

WAN: Wide Area Networks encompass large
physical areas ranging from a few miles to thousands

of miles. Wide Area Network coverage can be
regional, national, or even international. Some ex-
amples of WANs are ARPANET, SPAN, and
NSFNET.

Don Morris, head of the Networking and Data Communica-
tions Group of the Distributed Computing Section within SCD,
checks new NSFNET communications equipment installed this
month at NCAR. The new NSFNET backbone became
operational on July 20.

Regional network: Refers to a network that inter-
connects local networks or campuses within a state or
larger geographic region. The term regional network
is used synonymously with the term mid-level net-
work. WESTNET is an example of a regional net-
work. It operates autonomously and connects to the
NSFNET backbone.

Repeater: A repeater is an unintelligent device that
amplifies signals on a network. Networks need

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

repeaters if electrical signals must travel distances that
exceed the transmission capability of the network's
physical medium.

Router: A device that determines which path net-
work traffic will follow. Intemrnet packet routers use
the Intemrnet Protocol address from the IP packet to
determine the packet's destination. In IP terminology,
routers and gateways are synonymous.

Bridge: A bridge is a limited router that intercon-
nects two or more networks and forwards packets
between these networks. Unlike a repeater, a bridge
is an intelligent device that controls the flow of
packets to and from a network. A bridge also only
accepts packets with destination addresses for a
specified network. A bridge can filter out certain
types of packets from entering a network.

Gateway: For IP networks, synonymous with a
router. In a broader sense, a gateway is a device that
performs protocol conversions, for example, TCP/IP to
DECnet.

DECnet: A Digital Equipment Corporation protocol
that allows DEC computers to be linked together by
networks.

FTP: The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is part of the
TCP/IP protocol suite and is the method used for
reliable file transfer between computers on the In-
ternet.

Fuzzball: An IP packet router used for the previous
NSFNET backbone. Fuzzballs are based on DEC
PDP minicomputers and use the HELLO routing
protocol. Fuzzball has been replaced by the Nodal
Switching Subsystem (NSS) as the interface to
NSFNET.

Node: Normally used to refer to a computer attached
to a network. However, the term node can be used in
a wider sense to refer to a facility or system connected
to a large-scale network. For example, the NCAR
facility is one node on the NSFNET backbone.

NSS: Nodal Switching Subsystem hardware and
software serves as a gateway for NCAR to the new
NSFNET. Each node on the new NSFNET uses an
NSS to connect to NSFNET. The NSS replaces
Fuzzball as the interface to NSFNET.

Packet: A block of data transmitted over a network.
Besides data, a packet contains a source and destina-
tion address and other control information.

Packet-switched network: A network that routes a
packet to its destination by including the destination
address inside the packet.

Protocol: A formal description of message formats
and the rules for transmitting and receiving these
messages between computers.

IP: The Intemrnet Protocol (IP) is the standard proto-
col used to transmit packets between hosts on the
Internet.

TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol/Intemrnet
Protocol is a protocol that provides reliable end-to-end
communications between systems. TCP supports
several application services to users. These services
include remote login, TELNET, file transfer protocol,
and electronic mail. TCP/IP is the protocol used in
the Intemrnet.

TransLAN: TransLAN is a proprietary bridge device
and software system manufactured by Vitalink Corpo-
ration.

Network descriptions

ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency
Network) is a Wide Area Network originally devel-
oped by the Department of Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA) to link research
organizations working on Department of Defense
contracts. ARPANET connects over 150 research
sites worldwide. NCAR can access ARPANET via
the NSFNET.

BITNET (Because It's Time Network) is a low cost,
low speed, semi-private, international Wide Area
Network, primarily consists of IBM computers.
BITNET encompasses over 1300 computers at more
than 500 universities and research institutions in
Canada, Europe, Japan, Israel, and the United States.
Telephone lines, the BITNET transmission media, are
dedicated 9600 baud links. At this time, BITNET is
used primarily for mail by NCAR users.

CSNET (Computer Science Network) is a nonprofit
Wide Area Network interconnecting over 180
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university, industrial, and government research groups.
Most of these research groups are located in the
United States and Canada. CSNET only supports mail
service. NCAR connects to CSNET by dial-up phone
lines and by a CSNET/Internet gateway.

DRI (Defense Research Internet) will replace AR-
PANET in approximately three years. The DRI will
be a high-performance, limited subscriber network for
parallel computing.

Internet is the collection of interconnected regional
networks (NYSERNET and WESTNET, for example)
and Wide Area Networks (such as ARPANET and
NSFNET) that operate using the Internet Protocol.

LDN is NCAR's Local Data Network, which is based
on Network Systems Corporation (NSC) HYPERchan-
nel adapters. It provides high-speed access from the
Cray computers to NCAR's Mass Storage System.

MASnet (Main frame and Server Network) is a Local
Area Network that interconnects NCAR Cray comput-
ers, Mass Storage System (MSS), SCD mainframes
and servers, gateways, and some front-end computers
from other NCAR divisions. Major functions of
MASnet include file transfer, system status broadcast,
remote job entry, distributed printing, and distributed
graphics output.

NSFNET (National Science Foundation Network) is
the Wide Area Network used to connect various
regional networks that are sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. NSFNET provides access to high-
speed supercomputers to scientists throughout the
nation. NSFNET has 13 nodes consisting of the NSF
supercomputing centers and mid-level or regional
networks.

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

NSN (NASA Science Network) is the TCP/IP Wide
Area Network sponsored by National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).

SPAN (Space Physics Analysis Network) is a Wide
Area Network of NASA that uses the DECnet proto-
cols.

Telenet, a Wide Area Network, is a public X.25
packet-switched network run by US Sprint. There are
more than 400 cities connected to Telenet. The
network can also be accessed from approximately 70
international locations. NCAR users can access
Telenet using an asynchronous modem.

UCARnet (University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research Network) is an ethernet that bridges together
some of the computers used by various NCAR divi-
sions. NCAR divisions on UCARnet include DIR,

HAO, ACD, SCD, and CGD. UCARnet is also
connected to several Wide Area Networks, such as
NSFNET and USAN, via gateways.

USAN (University Satellite Network) is a discipline-
oriented regional network that currently consists of
nine satellite stations located in the continental United
States. The stations are located at: University of
Miami, University of Michigan, University of Mary-
land, University of Wisconsin, Oregon State Univer-
sity, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, Institute for
Naval Oceanography, Naval Research Laboratory, and
NCAR. USAN provides interactive access and file
transfer service for users at member sites. USAN
allows users to access NCAR and other computer
resources on the Internet.

Ken Case is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within SCD.

SCD offers course for new users
by Lynne Andrade

Beginning in August, the Consulting Group of the
SCD User Services Section is offering a training
course for users new to SCD's computing facilities.
The course, titled New User Orientation, is designed
to provide basic information for users who are unfa-
miliar with the variety of machines and software tools

'that are available for computing at NCAR. If at all
possible, new users to SCD's computing facilities are
encouraged to take the course. Others who would like
a broad overview of SCD computing facilities may
also want to take it.

This introductory course covers five topics:

* Basics of the Cray Operating System (COS)
* The Mass Storage System (MSS)
* Basic Graphics Processing
* Cray Software Libraries
* Using the IBM 4381 (IO) Front-end Computer

(optional)

Users who will not be using the IBM as their front-
end computer will be interested in the short version of
the course, which takes approximately 3 1/2 hours.
Users who will be using the IBM as their front-end

computer should sign up for the full-length course,
which runs approximately 6 hours. Both versions of
the course consist of lectures interspersed with hands-
on practice sessions.

Below is a list of currently scheduled course dates.
University users planning a trip to NCAR in the near
future should check the dates for a class that will be
offered during that time frame. Any class with fewer
than six participants enrolled five days before its
scheduled starting date will be cancelled.

For additional information or to enroll in the New
User Orientation course, send e-mail to
susan@scdpyr.ucar.edu on the Internet or call Susan
Cross at (303) 497-1286.

Scheduled dates:
Tuesday, August 23
Tuesday, September 27
Tuesday, October 4
Tuesday, October 25
Tuesday, November 1

Tuesday, November 15
Tuesday, November 22
Tuesday, November 29
Tuesday, December 6
Tuesday, December 20

Lynne Andrade is a consultant in the User Services Section
within SCD.
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Use your password to help maintain computer security

by Brian Bevirt

Recently, an unknown computer "hacker" made
national news by invading the computer system at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) operated by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). The hacker first gained entry to the JPL
computer and then ARPANET, the Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency Network that connects more
than 150 research-oriented institutions. The hacker
entered the JPL system by locating the logon ID of a
user who entered his own name as his password. This
event has caused a security crackdown at JPL.

The JPL users were not the only victims of this break-
in. Since the hacker had access to the JPL system for
more than seven hours, there was plenty of time for
exploring. From the JPL computer, the hacker entered
another computer on the ARPANET. Authorities at
the Patuxent Naval Air Station in Maryland found
evidence that their system had been invaded, then
traced the perpetrator to the logon ID at JPL. Al-
though no serious damage was done to either system,
this security problem is causing many users to think
about the consequences of losing their files or having
their data corrupted.

Choosing your password

Some very simple precautions are available to prevent
this method of unauthorized access to the NCAR
system. First, it is important to avoid passwords such
as your own name or nickname, your spouse's or
child's name, or any word that is simple for someone

to guess. Second, longer passwords are exponentially
more difficult to crack by sequential trial and error.
Third, do not write down your password or tell anyone
what it is. The best password is one that:

* does not relate to you personally
* contains six or more characters
* combines letters with numbers or special characters
* can be memorized without being written down
* if forgotten, can be reconstructed through your

private encryption scheme

Changing your password

You should change your password every six months
on all computers where you have a login. If you
accidentally reveal your password to someone, be sure
to change it immediately. All users of the IBM 4381
(IO) front-end computer were required to change their
passwords this spring. (See the article, "Additional
security measures to be implemented on the IBM
4381" in the April issue of SCD Computing News for
more details.)

Gary Jensen, manager of the Computer Operations
Section in SCD, offers this advice to help you keep
your password secure: "Treat your password like your
toothbrush; change it often and don't loan it out."

Brian Bevirt is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group
within SCD.
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MUDPAK: New multigrid software for linear elliptic
partial differential equations is available

by John Conway Adams

MUDPAK is a collection of Fortran subprograms that
solve linear elliptic partial differential equations
(PDEs) using multigrid iteration. It was created to
make this powerful technique available in a "black
box" fashion for users who lack the time to learn and
code the algorithm from scratch. Achieving optimal
multigrid performance requires hand-tailored coding
for certain problems. The generality of the equations
solved by MUDPAK may result in some loss of
efficiency, but we hope this is balanced by its ease of
use and avoidance of repeated "re-inventions of the
wheel."

Multigrid iteration combines classical iterative tech-
niques (such as Gauss-Seidel line or point relaxation)
with a subgrid refinement procedure to yield a method
superior to the iterative techniques alone. By iterating
and transferring approximations and corrections at
subgrid levels, convergence can be dramatically
accelerated. Multigrid iteration requires less storage
and computation than direct methods for nonseparable
linear elliptic partial differential equations and is
competitive with them for separable equations. In
particular, three-dimensional problems can often be
handled at reasonable computational cost.

Special features

Special features include:

* solution of two- and three-dimensional linear elliptic
PDEs

* solution of real and complex linear elliptic PDEs

* handling of very general boundary conditions:
periodic, specified, and mixed-derivative (including
oblique derivatives)

* automatic discretization of continuous linear elliptic
PDEs and boundary conditions using second-order
finite difference formula. This includes "adjust-
ment" of the second-order coefficients at coarser

grid levels if there are nonzero first-order terms in
the PDE that dominate and make it appear "hyper-
bolic."

* use of multigrid iteration to approximate the solution
to the linear block tridiagonal system of equations
coming from the discretization

* user selection of one of the following relaxation
methods:

(1) Gauss-Seidel point; or

(2) line relaxation(s) in any combination of the x, y, z
directions, or

(3) planar relaxation in x-y or x-z or y-z (three-
dimensional problems only).

Note that the code is not restricted to Cartesian
coordinates, but can be applied to any linear second
order elliptic partial differential equation.

All methods use "red/black" ordering for vectorization
and to improve convergence. Choice of the appropri-
ate relaxation method is crucial and is discussed in the
MUDPAK documentation. Relaxation depends on the
grid size, boundary conditions, and behavior of the
coefficients of the PDE. Some experimentation may
be required for a given problem.

* an initial guess or no initial guess option

* an error control or no error control option

* flagging of fatal and nonfatal errors involving input
parameters, including detection of singular and
nonelliptic PDEs

* output of the exact minimal work space require-
ments

* portability of the Fortran subprograms
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* vectorization of the Fortran subprograms on the
CRAY X-MP computer

* extensive documentation and sample programs

Restrictions

* The solution region must be a rectangle in two
dimensions or a box in three dimensions.

* The approximation is generated on a uniform nx by
ny grid superimposed on the rectangle in two dimen-
sions or a uniform nx by ny by nz grid superim-
posed on the box in three dimensions. These must
have the form:

nx = p 2 k+l1
ny = q 2k+l1
nz = r 2 k+l1

where p, q, r, and k are positive integers. The values
for p, q, and r should be chosen as small as possible.
The value for k determines the number and size of the
subgrid levels employed by the multigrid iteration and
should be as large as possible.

MUDPAK source and documentation

MUDPAK documentation, Fortran solvers, and Fortran
test programs are available on the NCAR Cray
computers. Together, they currently include 51 files
containing over 55,000 lines. At present, the Fortran
solvers are not available in relocatable binary form,
but this will be created if there is sufficient demand.
Any of the files can be accessed using the GETDOC
and GETSRC commands with LIB=MUDPAK. The
file MUDIREC is the MUDPAK directory and con-
tains the names and brief descriptions of each. Users
may examine MUDIREC with the statement:

GETDOC, LIB=MUDPAK, DOC=MUDIREC.

The directory will then reside in the Cray job output
file $OUT.

At the core of MUDPAK are the seven solvers listed
and described below:

* MUD2 solves the two-dimensional nonseparable
linear elliptic PDE on a rectangle with periodic,
mixed derivative or specified (Dirichlet) boundary
conditions.

* MUD2CR solves the two-dimensional nonseparable
linear elliptic PDE with a cross-derivative term on a
rectangle with periodic, mixed-derivative (including
oblique derivatives), or specified (Dirichlet) bound-
ary conditions.

* MUD2SA solves a two-dimensional nonseparable
self-adjoint linear elliptic PDE on a rectangle with
periodic, mixed-derivative, or specified (Dirichlet)
boundary conditions.

* MUD2SP solves the two-dimensional separable
linear elliptic PDE on a rectangle with periodic,
mixed-derivative, or specified (Dirichlet) boundary
conditions.

* MUD3 solves the three-dimensional nonseparable
linear elliptic PDE on a box region with periodic,
mixed-derivative, or specified (Dirichlet) boundary
conditions.

* MUD3SA solves a three-dimensional nonseparable
self-adjoint linear elliptic PDE on a box region with
periodic, mixed-derivative, or specified (Dirichlet)
boundary conditions.

* MUD3SP solves the three-dimensional separable
linear elliptic PDE on a box region with periodic,
mixed-derivative, or specified boundary (Dirichlet)
conditions.

Complex versions of each of these solvers are avail-
able and identified by preceding any of the above
names with a "C" (for example, CMUD2CR solves
the two-dimensional complex linear elliptic PDE with
a cross-derivative term). Preceding any solver with a
"D" identifies a documentation file (for example,
DMUD2CR contains complete documentation for the
use of MUD2CR). Finally, preceding any solver with
a "T" identifies a sample program/test driver on
MUDPAK (for example, TMUD2CR is a program
illustrating the use of MUD2CR).

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Users are encouraged to read documentation files
carefully and execute the sample programs before
attempting to use the MUDPAK solvers. The follow-
ing job will print the documentation, list, and execute
the sample program for MUD2:

GETDOC, LIB=MUDPAK, DOC=DMUD2.
GETSRC, LIB=MUDPAK,A
FILE=(TMUD2:MUD2:MUD2COM),L=TMP.
CFT,I=TMP.
CFT,I=TMP,L=O.
CFT,I=TMP,L=0.
SEGLDR, CMD='ABS=MUD2EX'.
MUD2EX.

You must declare the Mass Storage generic resource
*MS on your Cray job when you use GETDOC and
GETSRC.

For further information

For more information on using GETDOC or GETSRC,
see the SCD document, "Locally Developed Cray

Barbara Bateman and Gene Schumacher
of the Cray Systems Group of the
Systems Section within SCD bring up
the latest version of the Cray Operating
System (COS 1.16). Migration to this
operating system was completed on July
25.

Utilities," Version 1.0, July 1988. You can order SCD
documentation from Mary Buck. Her e-mail addresses
are maryb@scdpyr.ucar.edu on the Internet and MA-
RYB on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer. You
can also telephone her at (303) 497-1232. If you are
at the Mesa Lab, you can obtain SCD documentation
from the SCD Consulting Office, Room 17.

For more details on the use of the MUDPAK software,
including examples and references detailing the
multigrid algorithm, order the SCD document,
"MUDPAK: Multigrid Software for Elliptic Partial
Differential Equations," Version 1.0, July 1988.
Please address questions or comments to the author,
John C. Adams. His electronic mail address is
johnad@bierstadt.ucar.edu on the Internet. His
telephone number is (303) 497-1213. Your feedback
will be appreciated.

John Adams is a mathematician and programmer in the
Computational Support Section within SCD.
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New CMS command available

by Tom Parker

CMSCAT (Conversational Monitor System Catalog) is
a new command available to users of the IBM 4381
(IO) front-end computer at NCAR. CMSCAT pro-
vides a catalog of CMS commands arranged by
category. Each category contains a one-line descrip-
tion of each command. CMSCAT can help you find
the appropriate CMS command to perform a desired
function.

To use CMSCAT, type:
CMSCAT

A menu appears showing the following categories and
descriptions:

Category

CRAY

DEBUG

DICOMED

EMAIL
EXECTOOL
FILE

GRAPH

INFO

LANGUAGE
LINKLOAD
MISC

MS

Contents of Category

Commands related to the Cray
computer (jobs, status, software)
Debugging IBM assembly language
programs
Commands related to the DICOMED
camera
Electronic mail
Tools for EXEC writers
File commands (browse, convert, print,
send, etc.)
Graphics (also see DICOMED cate-
gory)
Additional information about various
topics (help, query, locating informa-
tion, etc.)
Programming languages
Linking and loading
Miscellaneous commands (comments,
halting, maintaining NAMES files,
converting between numbering sys-
tems, etc.)
Commands related to the Mass Storage
System

NETWORK Commands for network file transfer,
logon, status

PROJECT Commands related to project numbers
and charges

READER Commands related to the reader (also
see SPOOL & EMAIL categories)

SESSION Session commands
SPOOL Commands related to the spool (also

see READER category)
TAPE Commands related to tapes
TDISK Commands related to temporary disks

Select the desired category to obtain a list of com-
mands available under that category.

CMSCAT can help you find
the appropriate CMS com-
mand to perform a desired
function.

To print out a hardcopy of the entire CMSCAT data-
base on your local printer, type:

CMSCAT PRINT

To copy the entire CMSCAT database into a file
named CMSCAT DATA A, type:

CMSCAT FILE

Please direct questions or comments about the
CMSCAT command to the SCD Consulting Office.
The electronic mail addresses are
consultl@scd4381.ucar.edu on the Internet and
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end com-
puter. You may also telephone the consultants at
(303) 497-1278.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the User Services Section
within SCD.
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Time changed for Large Model
class jobs

As of August 8, CRAY,CX jobs in the Large
Model class (LM) are run daily from 22:00 to
08:00, Mountain Standard Time.

LM jobs were previously run from 20:00 to 08:00
weekdays and from 20:00 Fridays to 08:00 on
Mondays. This change has been made to improve
weekend turnaround time for other jobs in the
system. If you have any questions about the
procedure for running LM jobs, please contact Bob
Niffenegger at (303) 497-1240.

NCAR Graphics Version 2.00
now available for UNIX

by Don Middleton

The first UNIX release of NCAR Graphics Version
2.00 is now available. This software release, a
superset of the "generic" distribution, includes all
the graphics utilities described in the NCAR
Graphics User's Guide. This UNIX release also
contains installation support, on-line documenta-
tion, programming support, examples, and demon-
strations.

The release currently provides comprehensive
installation support for Sun-3, Sun-4, Masscomp,
Pyramid, and VAX (ULTRIX) systems. There are
also plans to offer installation support for Cray
(UNICOS) systems by the end of September 1988.
The installation system may be extended to facili-
tate the installation process on other UNIX sys-
tems as well.

On-line documentation, accessible via the man
command, consists of the "NCAR Graphics
Utilities" section from the NCAR Graphics User's
Guide plus sections on Computer Graphics
Metafile (CGM) translators, graphics devices, and
support programs. Also available are tools that
support Fortran and C program development using
the NCAR Graphics libraries. The test programs
documented in the "Examples" section of the
NCAR Graphics User's Guide and a number of
CGM metafiles can be easily accessed by the user.
Sun Workstation users will be able to use NCAR's
new CGM translator, ctrans, which contains a
driver for the SunView environment. This tool,
which dramatically increases performance over
NCAR's older translator, allows a program to
deliver graphical output directly to a Sun window
without the creation of any intermediate files.

Future plans

There will be several new additions to the UNIX
release of NCAR Graphics in Version 3.0
including conpack, a new color-filled contouring
graphic utility, and plotchar, an enhanced version
of our character drawing library. The CGM
translator, ctrans, will be fully supported for use
with GRAPHCAP device drivers and window-
based environments with emphasis on X Windows.
Installation support will also be extended to cover
a wider variety of systems.

Ordering information

Distributions are available in UNIX tar format on
either a 1600 bits per inch (bpi) 9-track tape or 1/
4" archive cartridge tape. Ordering information
may be obtained by calling (303) 497-1201 or
writing to:

Software Distribution
Scientific Computing Division
NCAR
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000

Don Middleton is a programmer in the Graphics Group
of the Distributed Computing Section within SCD.
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New GRAPHCAP added

A new GRAPHCAP was added to the NCARLIBS
Graphics disk on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end
computer on July 25. This allows the PLT exec to
plot on a DEC VT330 graphics terminal.

Cursor control when using
TELNET with KNET/SPARFACUS

by Marla Meehl

Most users have probably struggled with getting
cursor control keys to work when using TELNET
with KNET/SPARTACUS on the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer. This article briefly reviews
some methods of getting proper cursor movements
from four systems.

1. UNIX/ULTRIX: Before using TELNET to
access the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, enter:

stty -ctlecho <return>

Then use TELNET to access the IBM 4381 as
usual. Cursor control should be activated.

2. VMS using Excelan TCP/IP: Use TELNET to
logon to the IBM 4381. After logging on,
enter:

<Control> ]

These keystrokes drop the connection back to the
TELNET command level. At the 'telnet>' prompt,
enter:

charmode <return> <return>

You should then be back to your IBM connection
and have cursor movement.

3. VMS using Wollongong TCP/IP: Before using
TELNET to access the IBM 4381, enter:

SET TERMINAL /PASTHRU <return>

Then use TELNET to logon to the IBM 4381.
Cursor control should be activated.

4. VMS using CMU TCP/IP: Cursor control
should work without any additional changes.

If you are having problems with any other imple-
mentations not listed here or in the above proce-
dures, please contact Marla Meehl. Her e-mail
addresses are marla@scdswl.ucar.edu on the
Internet and MARLA on the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer. You can also call her at (303) 497-
1301.

Marla Meehl is a telecommunications specialist in the
Networking and Data Communications Group in the
Distributed Computing Section within SCD.

BITNET now available

NCAR now subscribes to BITNET, with access
through the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.
The BITNET node id is NCARIO. For informa-
tion on how to use BITNET, type:

help bitnet

when you are logged onto the IBM 4381 (IO)
computer. If you have problems in using BIT-
NET, please contact Tom Parker, the BITNET
Information Services Representative, or Bill Ragin,
the BITNET Technical Representative. Tom's
electronic mail addresses are TPARKER on the
IBM 4381 (IO) computer and
tparker@scdpyr.ucar.edu on the Intemet. You
may also call him at (303) 497-1227. Bill's
electronic mail addresses are BILLR on the IBM
4381 (IO) computer and billr@scdpyr.ucar.edu
on the Intemet. You may also call him at (303)
497-1258.
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New NSFNET backbone now in
service

All NSFNET traffic was shifted to the new
NSFNET backbone by late July. The T1 lines,
which have a speed of 1.5 megabits per second,
are now operational. The new NSFNET technol-
ogy should result in less congestion and fewer
routing problems.

Telenet WATS users

The article, "Telenet WATS numbers changing," in
the July 1988 issue listed the date of conversion to
new Telenet WATS telephone numbers as August
1, 1988. On July 25, Telenet notified us that these
new numbers will not go into effect until Novem-
ber 1, 1988. We are sorry for any inconvenience
that this late change may have caused.

Movie guide

"A Guide to the Production of Computer-generated
Films at NCAR," Version 2.0, July 1988 (15
pages) is now available. It explains all aspects of
scientific film production at NCAR. Although the
software and hardware described are those avail-
able at NCAR, the film-making procedures ad-
dressed in the guide may closely parallel those at
sites with different configurations. This guide is
intended for use with the "old" NCAR Graphics
package, which is the pre-Graphical Kernel System
version.

MUDPAK

"MUDPAK: Multigrid Software for Elliptic
Partial Differential Equations," Version 1.0, July

1988 (10 pages) is now available. The document
explains how to use MUDPAK, a collection of
Fortran subprograms that solve linear elliptic
partial differential equations (PDEs) using multi-
grid iteration. See the article on MUDPAK in this
issue for more information on this software.

EDITOR

"EDITOR," Version 1.0, July 1988 (15 pages) is
now available. EDITOR is a portable editor that
can be used on the Cray computers at NCAR. The
document explains how to invoke EDITOR and
describes various commands. In addition, the
document also shows how to use string and token
replacement, explains how to use multifile da-
tasets, and describes the format of the listing
dataset. This document replaces all previous
documentation about EDITOR.

Revised version of charges docu-
ment

"Charges for SCD Computing Resources," Version
3.0, August 1988 (9 pages) is now available. This
revised document contains a new section on the
Job Queue Manager and reflects recent changes in
the charging algorithms and job class restrictions.
It replaces Version 2.1.

You may order SCD documentation from Mary
Buck. Her e-mail addresses are
maryb@scdpyr.ucar.edu on the Internet and MA-
RYB on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.
You can also telephone her at (303) 497-1232. If
you are at the Mesa Lab, you can obtain SCD
documentation from the SCD Consulting Office,
Room 17.
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Preparing tapes for reading at
NCAR

by Ken Hansen

By following these guidelines for writing tapes,
you can save considerable time and effort in
reading your tapes when you bring them to
NCAR. If you have questions about preparing
tapes, please call the Consulting Office at (303)
497-1278 or send e-mail to either of these ad-
dresses: CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer or consultl@scd4381.ucar.edu on
the Internet.

Tape formats

NCAR currently supports fixed (F), fixed blocked
(FB), and undefined (U) record blocking on
CRAY,C1. Variable (V), variable blocked (VB),
and variable blocked spanned (VBS) tape formats
will be supported in the future with the release of
mimport/mexport, which will be made available on
various computers, including CRAY,CX. The
mimport utility will be used to transport data from
various physical media to the Mass Storage
System (MSS). The mexport utility will be used
to transport data from the MSS to various physical
media. IBM and ANSI standard label processing
are also planned for a later release of mimport/
msexport.

Operating system-dependent tape formats such as
BACKUP and tar should be avoided. One excep-
tion to this restriction is Cray PDSDUMP, which
provides an easy-to-use, efficient method for
moving datasets between Cray sites running under
either the Cray Operating System (COS) or Com-
mon Time Sharing System (CTSS).

If you are running under the Cray UNIX-based
Operating System (UNICOS), the library utilities,
COSRD and TPMNT, allow you to read and write
COS blocked datasets in transparent format. You

should check with your Cray site analyst for
information regarding use of these UNICOS
utilities.

Using character formatted tapes

The advantage of formatted tapes (tapes that use
formatted read and write statements) is portability;
these tapes can be read by a wide range of differ-
ent computers. The disadvantage of using these
tapes is inefficiency. If you only need several
places of precision and the magnitude of your data
does not vary too much, you may be able to use a
format specification such as F8.2. However, if
you require more precision and the magnitude of
your data varies considerably, you need to expand
your format field width. The E or G descriptor is
better than F for handling wide ranges of magni-
tude.

If you decide to write to your tape using formatted
writes, choose a format that writes a record that is
divisible by 8 and is less than 153 characters in
length. For example, a format of 10E12.5 writes a
single record with a length of 120 characters. This
format preserves five places of precision over a
wide range of magnitudes.

Blocking a character formatted tape

Blocking is a term used to describe the process of
collecting one or more records into a block. Each
block is a physical record on tape. Blocking
maximizes the amount of data that can be written
onto a tape by eliminating needless inter-record
gaps. If blocking is not used, in the above ex-
ample format of 10E12.5, each of the 120 byte
records is written onto the tape as one physical
record. Each physical record is separated from the
next by an inter-record gap. When using a tape
density of 6250 bits per inch (bpi), this inter-
record gap is approximately 0.3 inches. This
means each 120 byte record, which represents 10
words, uses about 0.0192 inches of tape plus the
0.3 inch inter-record gap (a total of 0.3192 inches).
Without blocking, about 1.08 megawords (MW) or
10.8 megabytes (MB) can fit onto a 2400 foot
tape. However, if a tape is blocked into 12

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Kilobyte (KB) blocks with the above record format
of 10E12.5, about 150 MB or 15 MW can fit onto
one tape.

Staging a formatted tape

Before a formatted tape can be staged onto the
NCAR MSS, it must be entered into the tape
library and assigned a number by the tape librar-
ian. See the back cover of the newsletter for the
name of the tape librarian and how to contact her.
The next step is to submit a job to CRAY,C1,
which acquires the tape and disposes it to the
MSS. The CRAY,C1 must be used for tape
staging because tape access is not available on the
CRAY,CX. Be sure to declare magnetic tape
(*MT) and mass storage (*MS) as generic re-
sources in your job statement. The following
example shows a job that stages and deblocks a
formatted tape and then disposes it to the MSS.
Information on how to deblock the tape is speci-
fied in the TEXT field. The TRANS keyword
specifies that the tape was written in the Extended
Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code
(EBCDIC) character set and will be converted to

ASCII during the staging process. ASCII is the
character set used by the Cray computers.

JOB,JN=STAGE,US=xxxxyyyyyyyyy,*MS, *MT.
ACQUIRE,DN=TAPE,MF=MT,DF=CB,ID=yyyy,^
PDN=Vxxxxx,TEXT='DEN=6250,TRANS=EBCDIC,'A
'BLKSIZE= 12000,LRECL=120'.
DISPOSE,DN=TAPE,MF=MS,A
TEXT='FLNM="/SCOTT/SPOLE/JAN36'".

Complete details about tape staging can be found
in the user document, "How to Use Tapes on the
CRAY-1A Computer," Version 1.0, June 1988.

Using binary tapes

Compared to a formatted tape, a binary tape
minimizes the amount of tape needed to write your
dataset. More importantly, a binary tape maintains
all the precision available from the originating
computer. The major disadvantage of using binary
tapes is that they are extremely incompatible
among different types of computers. Below is a
list of Cray library utilities that can be used to
convert most of the common CDC, DEC, and IBM
internal binary data formats to or from Cray data
formats.

Converting Foreign Type to Cray Type

IBM

Foreign single-precision
to Cray single-precision

Foreign double-precision
to Cray single-precision

Foreign integer to Cray
integer

Foreign logical to Cray
logical

Foreign character to
ASCII character

VAX 64-bit complex to
Cray single-precision

USSCTC

USDCTC

USICTC

USLCTC

CDC

FP6064

INT6064

VAX/VMS

VXSCTC
VXDCTC
VXGCTC

VXDCTC

VXICTC

VXLCTC

USCCTC DSASC

VXZCTC
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Converting Cray Type to Foreign Type

Cray single-precision to
foreign single-precision

Cray single-precision to
foreign double-precision

Cray integer to foreign
integer

Cray logical to foreign
logical

ASCII character to
foreign character

Cray complex to VAX
complex

Cray integer to IBM
packed decimal field

VXZCTI

USICTP

For more information on how to use the above
utilities, see the Programmers Library Reference
Manual, SR0113, which is available from Cray
Research, Inc. A reference copy of this manual is
available in the SCD Consulting Office (Room 17,
of the Mesa Lab).

To simplify use of these utilities, the consultants
strongly recommend that you do not mix data
types within the same logical record. Also, many

computers have a maximum limit, of about 32 KB,
on the size of the physical record that can be read
from the tape. Therefore, if you are planning to
write a Cray dataset to a tape that will be read on
a computer other than a Cray, be sure to choose a
physical record size that is not too large for that
particular computer.

Ken Hansen is a consultant in the User Services Section
within SCD.
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IBM CDC

FP6460

INT6460

VAX/VMS

VXSCTI
VXDCTI
VXGCTI

VXICTI

ISSCTI

USDCTI

USICTI

USLCTI

USCCTI ASCDC
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Billions and billions of bits..

by Juli Rew

Several alternatives may be proposed for usage
and spelling of a new computing term. Take the
one that means a million floating-point operations
per second, for example. Is it megaflops?
MFLOPS? mflops? Mflops? ... There are plau-
sible reasons for choosing any of them, and it may
take years for one to become the recognized
standard.

The SCD Documentation Group has recently
surveyed some computing dictionaries, journals,
style manuals, local authors, and NCAR Informa-
tion Services editors in order to promote a consis-
tent style for computing units. Abbreviations for
commonly used units are discussed in this article.

Prefixes on units

A common standard for units of measure is the
Systeme International d'unit6s (called SI), which
was originally designed for handling time, mass,
and distance. The Documentation Group uses this
system for designating units used in computing.
Prefixes used for this metric-based system are as
follows:

SI PREFIXES*

Factor Prefix Symbol Factor Prefix Symbol
1018 exa E 10-1 deci d
1015 peta P 10-2 centi c
1012 tera T 10 3  milli m
109 giga G 10-6 micro m
106 mega M 10 9  nano n
103 kilo K 10-12 pico p
102 hecto h 10-15 femto f
101 deka da 10-18 atto a

*From the Chicago Manual of Style (13th ed.,
1982), except for substituting capital K for kilo, in
order to follow common computer usage.

Bits and bytes

The consensus seems to be that bit can be abbrevi-
ated with a lowercase b. For example, you would
abbreviate 10 gigabits as 10 Gb. Common com-
.puter usage also calls for bits per second to be
abbreviated as bps. We do not use baud. It may
under some circumstances seem interchangeable
with bits per second, but it is a unit of signaling
speed rather than a measure of the amount of
information transferred per second. Byte (a binary
character operated upon as a unit and usually
shorter than a computer word) is sometimes seen
capitalized and spelled out (for example, MBytes)
or abbreviated with a capital B. We follow the
latter option, for example, 10 MB.

Mega and giga

So, does all this mean that we have decided to use
Mflops? In this case, yes - the term mega means
million, and it fits the SI guidelines nicely. In the
lively world of computer terminology, however,
mega may not always mean a million or giga a
billion. When referring to storage capacity, mega
means two to the twentieth power (1,048,576 in
decimal notation). Likewise, giga means two to
the thirtieth power when used in front of bits and
bytes. The abbreviations are still M and G.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) Computer Society 610 working group has
embarked on a project to identify computing
terms, develop a consensus regarding their mean-
ings, and publish a standard dictionary of this
terminology. The IEEE 610 group has already
produced two glossaries on mathematical comput-
ing terminology and computer applications
terminology, and will gradually assemble 12
glossaries in different subject areas. A dictionary
composed of all 12 glossaries is envisioned by
1990. Mathematics of Computing Terminology
(ANSI/IEEE Std 1084-1986, product no. SH
10595, $11.00), and Computer Applications
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Terminology (ANSI/IEEE 610.2-1987, product no. Il Summary of oputing nit Terms
SH 11064, $11.50) are available from:

A ein Mening
IEEE Service Center b bit
445 Hoe's Lane BbtIi e
P.O. Box 1331 bs bits . seconid
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331 lMBmegaytsi

(220 or:10::X48,576:bytes).............
g.:i: ::::. .:. abits...... . . :. ....

"...X1: DoMflops millon.at ingpnt i fl

Juli Rew is a writer/editor in the Documentation Group petn...pe econd
within SCD. (x.06:flops), or megaflops

The following list includes acronyms and terms used in this issue and in the NCAR computing environment.

CGM
COS
CPU
CRAY, C1
CRAY, CX
DICOMED
FTP
GAU
GKS
IP
IRJE
JCL
KB
MIGS
MSCP
MSS
NSS
PDE
RJE
SSD
T1

TCP/IP
TGS
ULTRIX
UNICOS

Computer Graphics Metafile
Cray Operating System
Central Processing Unit
CRAY-1A computer at NCAR
CRAY X-MP/48 computer at NCAR
On-line graphic recorder used at NCAR for producing microfilm and microfiche ouput
File Transfer Protocol
NCAR's General Accounting Unit; used in charging
Graphical Kernel System
Internet Protocol
Internet Remote Job Entry
Job Control Languange
Kilobytes
MASnet/Internet Gateway System
Mass Storage Control Processor at NCAR
Mass Storage System at NCAR
Nodal Switching Subsystem
Partial Differential Equation
Remote Job Entry
Cray Solid-state Storage Device at NCAR
A term for a digital carrier facility used to transmit a DS-1 formatted digital signal at 1.544
megabits per second
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
Text and Graphics Servers at NCAR
UNIX-based operating system for Digital Equipment Corporation computers
UNIX-based operating system for Cray computers

continued on next page
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ACD
ANSI
ATD
CAPP
CGD
DARPA
HAO
IEEE
INO
JPL
LANL
MMM
NASA
NCAR
NRL
NSF
SCD
SCDUG
UCAR
WHOI

Networks

ARPANET
BITNET

CSNET
DECnet
DRI
Internet
LAN
LDN
MASnet
NSFNET
NSI
NSN
NYSERNET
PACX

SPAN
Telenet
TELNET
UCARnet
USAN
WESTNET

Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
Because It's Time Network, an international Wide Area Network primarily for IBM com-
puters at educational and research institutions
Computer Science Network
Digital Equipment Corporation network for DEC computers and network devices
Defense Research Internet
A collection of interconnected regional and wide area networks that use the IP protocol
Local Area Network
The Local Data Network at NCAR
NCAR's Mainframe and Server Network (formerly the NCAR Local Network)
National Science Foundation Network
NASA Science Internet
NASA Science Network
New York State Educational and Research Network, a regional NSFNET network
Private Automated Computer exchange, NCAR's port selection device that automatically
assigns users to an available port on the NCAR computer of their choice
Space Physics Analysis Network
A public packet-switching network operated by US Sprint
A TCP/IP protocol that allows interactive access to computers on a TCP/IP network
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research network
NCAR's University Satellite Network
A regional network on the NSFNET backbone, for the southwestern United States
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Organizations

NCAR Atmospheric Chemistry Division
American National Standards Institute
NCAR Atmospheric Technology Division
Center for Applied Parallel Processing (proposed)
NCAR Climate and Global Dynamics Division
Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
NCAR High Altitude Observatory
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Institute for Naval Oceanography
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
NCAR Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Division
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Naval Research Laboratory
National Science Foundation
NCAR Scientific Computing Division
Scientific Computing Division Users Group
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
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June 1988
GAU

Project Title Request Allocation

Richard W. Cannata
University of Michigan

Thomas E. Cravens
University of Michigan

M. Susan Lozier
University of Washington

Eric J. Barron
Pennsylvania State University

Douglas K. Lilly
Vince Wong
University of Oklahoma

George N. Kiladis
University of Colorado

* Anne K. Smith
University of Michigan

Modeling ion outflow events at
high geomagnetic latitudes

High-resolution one-dimensional
MHD modeling of the inner coma
of Comet Halley

(OCE) Lagrangian potential vorticity
signatures in an oceanic model

Investigation of the Eocene
climate enigma

Numerical simulations of storm
ensemble

Divergent circulations associated
with tropical convection

Two-dimensional model of the
middle atmosphere

* This request was reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division Advisory Panel on March 24-25, 1988.

OCE: This allocation was made from the 10% of SCD's computing resources earmarked for University
Oceanography.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because: it exceeds the 50 GAU limit
(roughly equivalent to 37.5 CPU hours in the Cray Foreground 2 class) above which Panel review is required;
or reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.

JoAn Knudson (SCD) compiles the allocation information.

ScCD OMPUTI]NG MEAUUS 1982

Scientist

15.0

17.0

10.0

30.0

48.0

50.0

110.0

15.0

17.0

10.0

30.0

48.0

50.0

110.0
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Report from SCD - Margaret
Drake, Deputy Director

New Building

Drake reminded SCDUG that now
is the time to plan for future
computing floorspace in the new
building - particularly raised
flooring. Comments regarding
these needs should be directed to
Pete Peterson in SCD at (303)
497-1209 or to Ray Bovet, Chair-
person, Computer and Communi-
cations Committee at (303) 497-
1539.

Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) Proposal

The DEC proposal has been
revised and awaits DEC's final
approval. DEC has expressed their
pleasure at being able to establish
living laboratories of this type, and
NCAR will be their third site. The
other labs are located at the
Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center
and the San Diego Supercomputer
Center.

The first goals of this project will

June 27, 1988
be to understand the scientists'
needs for visualization and to
develop and evaluate visualization
methods for scientific applications
within an integrated, task-distrib-
uted, supercomputing environment.
DEC plans to provide two
VAXstation 8000 3-D worksta-
tions, one in MMM for Joe
Klemp's group and one in SCD.
They also plan to assign two FTEs
from their staff to this project.
One FTE will be a resident staff
member at NCAR who will focus
on visualization. The other FTE
will be devoted to DEC experts
and administrative functions.

Center for Applied Parallel Proc-
essing (CAPP)

CAPP, a joint effort between
NCAR and the Boulder and
Denver campuses of the University
of Colorado is well underway.
CAPP is affiliated with many other
supporting laboratories and organi-
zations.

CAPP responded to a solicitation
from the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) by submitting a pro-
posal to establish a Science and
Technology Center. As part of the
proposal review process, the NSF
team that is reviewing the CAPP
Science and Technology (S&T)
proposal was joined by Colorado
Governor Roy Romer in a recent
site visit to NCAR and CU.

Job Classes

A proposal has been written by
SCD and distributed to the NCAR
division directors, the Firor Alloca-
tion Committee, and the SCD

Advisory Panel. This proposal
suggests moderate changes to the
job classes such as the number of
classes, the priorities assigned to
them, and their restrictions. Two
of the suggested changes were
implemented on June 1.

The first change is the addition of
a new class on the CRAY-1A
computer, the Mono-processing
(MP2) job class. Because of the
limited memory on the CRAY-1A,
the system will be restructured to
give 880,000 words of memory to
those running MP2. In order to do
this, there will be no MASnet
connection, which implies that it
will not be possible to dynamically
interact with a front-end computer.
This will not affect accessing data
on the Mass Storage System
(MSS), since it is not necessary for
the CRAY-1A to use MASnet.

Secondly, when the SCD Advisory
Panel met in April, they recog-
nized that the CRAY X-MP/48
computer is now saturated. They
also acknowledged that the univer-
sities are not consuming their
allocated portion of the total
computing resources. They
expressed concern that the univer-
sities would not be able to spin up
to utilize their fraction of the
computing resources because of
competition with NCAR jobs.
They recommended that SCD
investigate ways to encourage the
universities to use all of their
allocation. SCD responded by
allocating 44% of the job execu-
tion slots to university jobs. For
example, there are nine execution
slots for each express class, and
four of them will be assigned to
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Carl Mohr (Atmospheric Technology Division) began chairing the SCD Users Group
in May. He has served on SCDUG for ten years.

the universities, so they will not be
blocked from using the machine.
If there are no university jobs, the
NCAR jobs can use three of them,
but there will always be one held
open for university jobs.

Ouestions

Nelson (SCD) - Is there any
timeframe for when the color
DICOMED will be available to
users? The Sun-4 still hasn't
arrived.

Mohr - Is there a target date for
the Sun-4 arrival?

Ginger Caldwell (SCD) - It has
been ordered, but I have not heard
what the delivery date is.

Mohr - Is there any funding date
for the $20 million CAPP pro-
posal?

Drake - I do not believe NSF will
make any decisions until they
receive their 1989 budget, which
will probably not be before Octo-
ber, since this is an election year.

Mohr - What is the status of the
CRAY-1A? Will it be decommis-
sioned in October?

Drake - The decision is entirely
financial. We would prefer to
have the CRAY-1A replaced, but
this is very unlikely before Octo-
ber 1. It will probably be next
spring.

Barb Homer-Miller (SCD) -
Relating to job classes, I have had
a university user complain about
the LM (Large Model) job class.
It seems to him to be a vehicle for
NCAR to get their jobs through at
the sacrifice of university users.

Nelson - Why would that affect
university users more than others?

Homer-Miller - Because the
university users feel they don't
have the allocations that NCAR
users have.

Nelson - Do they?

Drake - Yes. In the job class
proposal, there is one modification
to LM that might help this situ-
ation. Because it does dominate
and persist in the machine, the
suggestion has been made that an
LM job never exceed more than
four million words. Then the rest
of the memory could work around
this class.

Mohr - Has more than one person
complained of this?

Homer-Miller - Yes.

Mohr - If a four million word limit
was put on jobs, would that help
this person?

Drake - We are implementing the
LM job class so that the LM job
won't roll in and out all the time.
Therefore, we must ensure that
there is at least some additional
job flow around the LM job.

Mohr - What kind of an impact
would the four million word limit
have on users?

Craig Kunitani (CGD)- I think
some of the ocean modelers run
very large projects that require a
great amount of core. I will ask
them if they would be affected.

Mohr - Do we have any SCDUG
representatives on the Firor Alloca-
tion Committee?

continued on next page
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Drake - The directors have assigned
two people from each division. Its
primary mission is allocations. The
university representation will be
through the SCD Advisory Panel.

Report from the Computer
and Communications Com-
mittee - Ray Bovet (HAO)

Background

There is much interest in setting
up the computing environment in
the new building and in communi-
cations between the old and new
building. There is a wide consen-
sus that the new building be
planned to accommodate future
needs. To help with these kinds of
questions, the Computer Space
Committee, now called the "Com-
puter 'and Communications Com-
mittee," was created.

The purpose of the committee is to
help plan for computing and
communications needs, particularly
with respect to NCAR's future
building plans. The committee
will deal with the old and new
buildings and communications
between the two buildings. It
doesn't deal with all aspects of
computing, however. The commit-
tee, along with the New Building
Committee and the Old Building
Committee, reports to the Over-
sight Committee, which is chaired
by Bob MacQueen. Computer
Committee members are: Paul
Bailey (ACD), Dennis Hunter
(ADMIN), Dick Oye (ATD),
Robin Vaughan (ATD & MMM),
Chuck D'Ambra (CGD), Ray
Bovet (HAO), Pat Waukau
(MMM), Joe Choy (SCD), Gary
Jensen (SCD), Bob Niffenegger
(SCD), and Pete Peterson (SCD &
Oversight Committee).

The committee has already held
three meetings. At the first
meeting, they discussed many
ideas about how computing should
be set up, particularly in the new
building, and came up with some
recommendations (see the follow-
ing section), which have already
been passed on to the Oversight
Committee. The committee will
also be making more detailed
recommendations that have to do
with communications in the new
building and between the old and
new buildings. Joe Choy is
responsible for these recommenda-
tions.

The overall purpose of the com-
mittee is to get local recommenda-
tions, which will be incorporated
into the architectural requirements.
After the architects submit their
plans, the committee will review
them to ensure that they reflect
NCAR's needs. The committee is
open to all suggestions and com-
ments. They should be directed to
the committee members. The
committee tried not to address too
many things, so it has not dealt
with space problems for things like
workstation display systems.
Hopefully, these questions will be
addressed by other committees.
Bovet handed out copies of a
memo to Bob MacQueen covering
the major recommendations.

Recommendations

There are many reasons why
divisional computers should be
located near the users; for instance,
proximity requirements of high-
speed peripheral devices, conven-
ient access to the interactive
machines for mounting tapes, and
efficient use of systems personnel
time. The ideal arrangement

would be one that allows the
divisional computers to be close to
the scientists and still permits a
close grouping of the machines.
This recommendation was under-
stood by MacQueen, who will
probably follow through on it.

There are also some arguments for
relocating the computer rooms at
the Mesa Laboratory, but some
concerns as well. The advantages
are related to power and cooling
requirements and to the opportu-
nity to expand the uninterruptible
power supply in SCD. On the
other hand, it will be costly to take
computers that are already in
computerized space and move
them to space that would have to
be prepared for them. In some
instances, this would result in less
convenience to users.

A high-speed, fiber optic cable
connection between the two
buildings is essential. This seems
feasible given the nearby location
of the new building site.

Providing computer communica-
tions is a necessary function just
like telephones, electricity, heating,
cooling, and so on. Ultimately,
this should be handled by Physical
Plant Services out of the adminis-
trative budget.

Every office in the new building
should have large, accessible cable
trays that can readily accommodate
future changes. This would
prevent costly rewiring. The
offices should have at least two
PACX-type terminal connections,
since offices are often shared.

The rapid proliferation of worksta-
tions should be kept in mind when
planning the heating and cooling
of the new building.
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The new building should feature
modular construction to facilitate
changes in computer room space.

Questions

Nelson - Has anyone checked to
see how the necessary right-of-
ways are obtained for laying the
cable?

Bovet - I don't believe they are
necessary, since the NBS (National
Bureau of Standards) property
touches the NCAR property.
There has also been some discus-
sion of building a road, which may
or may not be for general use,
between the two sites. The road
would facilitate the laying of
cable.

Mohr - Have you gotten any
feedback from the Oversight
Committee?

Bovet - Basically, they thanked us
for the recommendations and said
that they make a lot of sense. I
also had a 45-minute meeting with
MacQueen, and he seemed deter-
mined that the new building be
built on time and within budget.
He is really pressuring the commit-
tees to do that. He has carefully
looked at each recommendation to
determine if it is a real need or a
luxury. On the other hand, he
seems inclined to spend the money
up front if it will save money later
on, for example, cable trays. He
has some reservations, though,
such as whether raised computer
flooring is needed. He is very
eager to have everyone think in the
larger timeframe of 10 to 20 years.

Mohr - It seems that there will be
less need for tapes to be loaded
directly onto the machine in the

future, and SCD may get some
mass storage equipment in the new
building. This may diminish the
need to have the computers close
to the users.

Bovet - Perhaps in five years, but
now it is a critical non-negotiable
issue. We have tape drives that are
busy most of the day. The com-
mittee came up with the notion of
having a circular, four-story
building, with windowed offices
all around the exterior and all of
the computer rooms in the interior.
Each division would have their
own floor with ready access to
their machines. It would be very
easy to interconnect machines.
The biggest argument for one
single computer room is the
cooling and uninterruptible power
supply, and I don't see why this
can't be run to different parts of
the building. Security and access
to the machines was another
reason not to have all the machines
in one room. There is a need for
anyone who is working on a
Saturday night to be able to reboot
the machine if necessary. Also,
users in a division should be able
to have access to their divisional
computer but not another
division's computer.

Drake - Has anyone addressed the
issue of keeping all the machines
staffed 24 hours a day?

Bovet - No, we haven't talked
about that, but it is an interesting
issue and would certainly be easier
if the machines were centralized.
HAO must mount many tapes and
has a problem with the tight
security needed for SCD machines.

Richard Brost (ACD) - Why can't
you put all of your tapes on the
MSS and call them up?

Bovet - As experienced over the
years, you want the maximum
amount of direct control over the
tapes if you are not quite sure of
the format. Another question is
how long it will take to access the
tapes.

Nelson - If the tape format is not
known, the MSS tape connection
is not the easiest thing to use.
Ideally, data tapes would be
mounted directly onto the MSS,
but it will take a few years to
make this easy to do and a few
more years before people start
using the available facilities. This
means a minimum of at least 10
years before tapes are no longer
used.

The MSS - Marc Nelson
(SCD)

As of May 6, 1988, there are over
272,000 bitfiles on the MSS with
about 5,000 of those on the IBM
3380 disk farm. There are 6,517
gigabytes (GB) of data on the
MSS with 77 of those on the disk
farm, which is about 80% of its
capacity. The mean file size of the
entire MSS is over 24 megabytes
(MB), and the mean file size for
the disk farm is 15.9 MB. There
are currently 50,000 cartridges in
the system, 41,000 with data. The
average cartridge with data is
81.3% full. This is very good
compared to other mass storage
systems in use today. The car-
tridges are automatically recycled
when emptied. A program is run
every night to consolidate mostly
empty cartridges onto a smaller
number of cartridges.

continued on next page
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Twenty-six percent of the bitfiles
are under a MB in size, and this
fact does not seem to change over
time. Currently, 39% of the bits
and 52.7% of the files have never
been read. However, there are
many files that are temporary
backups and are purged weekly.

Each day, 838 cartridges are
mounted. Of those, 40 are
mounted more than once, which is
unacceptably high. Work is being
done to identify files that are being
read repeatedly in order to have
them automatically moved to the
disk farm.

The system is very reliable. Since
January 1986, only one bitfile has
been lost because of hardware
problems. There have been some
files lost because of software
problems.

Data can be read at speeds up to
21 million bits per second (bps)
and can be written at up to 19
million bps. A typical speed is
about 11 million bps.

As of May 8, 1988, on a typical
day, the following number of
bitfiles are processed: 1,966 reads
(23% on disk), 414 writes (96% on
disk), and 535 creates (92% on
disk). In total, there are about
3,000 transactions a day (46% on
disk). Overwriting an existing file
and writing a new one are each
counted separately. The growth
rate is about 127 new bitfiles a day
or about 6.6 GB a day. A graph
shown by Nelson of the growth
rate of data stored in the MSS
indicated a steady linear increase.
A graph of the bitfile growth also
showed a steady linear increase.

The last graph showed response
times on the CRAY-1A and
CRAY X-MP computers for
requests for reads and writes to the
disk and reads and writes to
cartridges. Most of the writes to
the disk have a response time of
20 seconds, which is almost
interactive. This has improved,
since changes were made to the
disk farm. Also, up until about
two weeks ago, the CRAY X-MP
only had one channel to the MSS;
it now has two channels, so
response time has shortened.
Nelson noted that writes tend to
take longer than reads; this is
deliberate, so jobs will not be
blocked.

Questions

Bovet - Why can't we send UNIX
files directly to the MSS?

Nelson - Because the Systems
Section hasn't been able to address
the problem yet.

Bovet - It would be convenient for
us not to have to translate files into
Cray disk format before sending
them to the MSS, which means
having two copies of each file.

Nelson - The problem is within
MASnet and has nothing to do
with the MSS. It would be nice if
MASnet could support other
formats, but it doesn't yet. There
is a proposal before the Distributed
Systems group that basically says
just move the bits, don't bother
about the format. If the two end
machines don't happen to be the
same kind of machine, trouble can
be expected. If the two machines
are the same, then everything will
work fine.

Bovet - This would be nice when
people are doing their daily
backups onto the MSS. Where
cartridges are mounted more than
once, is the data being read in
once and then aged off the disk
farm?

Nelson - No, they could be read
directly off the cartridge. When
doing an "acquire," there is no
way of knowing if it comes off
the cartridge or disk. We will
access it where we can get it the
fastest. If the data is only on a
cartridge, that is where we'll read
it from. If it is on disk, it comes
off disk. If you acquire using
"text=online," your acquire
request typically will be answered
from a tape copy. Then we will
migrate the data from tape to disk,
because we can get your data
faster.

Bovet - In the MSS File Distribu-
tion graph, what is the difference
between data files and bitfiles?

Nelson - Number of bits and
number of files. It turns out that
the file sizes vary so much on the
system that if you look at the
number of bits on the system
versus the number of files, they
always produce very different
plots.

Bovet - And it only goes up to
110 kilobyte (KB) bitfiles?

Dave Kitts (SCD) - There are
larger files, but they are not
significant over that.

Nelson - Every single morning,
3.25% of the files in the system
are over 110 KB. Because they
are so big, they represent 17% of
the bits. 3.3% of the files are
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under 10 KB and make up 0% of
the data.

Brost - What is the biggest file?

Nelson - 194 MB. You can't
produce anything larger than that,
since we don't allow anything
larger than the size of a cartridge.
There are over 9,000 files over 100
MB in size.

Brost - What happens if you try to
write a file over that size?

Nelson - You will get a message
back denying the request.

Kitts - In the future, there will be a
larger capacity for archiving data.
Now the capacity for one file
could be 7.5 GB.

Nelson - The CRAY X-MP can't
deal with anything over 200 GB.
The future CRAY 3 must have
larger disk storage, and the sys-
tems department will have to learn
how to manage larger files. The
194 MB figure is reliable, and
users should not worry about being-
able to read files of this size.

Stacey Walters (ACD) - Given
these growth figures and the fact
that there is only so much space
available, when will things become
critical for storing cartridges?

Kitts - We will be in trouble if
IBM does not come out with the
higher capacity cartridge they have
been promising.

Waiters - What is our storage limit
for cartridges?

Nelson - I think about 80,000
cartridges.

Brost - At what rate are we in-
creasing?

Nelson - About a 10,000 net
increase per year.

Bovet - So you've got three years.

Nelson - We are very concerned
about this problem.

Bovet - How long would it take to
recopy 50,000 cartridges to a
higher-density cartridge?

Nelson - We can do it without
users knowing it, a few hundred a
day. We would not do it en masse
as with the TBM.

Walters - There was talk at one
time of an automated system.

Nelson - There still is. The only
thing that would be of interest to
NCAR would be some sort of
robotic mechanism that would
handle 3480 cartridges, like the
STC 4400. I don't know if it is
cost-effective. A problem with
this is that much of our data is
archival, and it does not make
sense for NCAR to procure a robot
big enough to hold all of our data.
As a result, we will always need
operators 24 hours a day.

Linda Bath (CGD) - What is scary
is the number of cartridge mounts.
The disk farm was supposed to
offset this number. What hap-
pened?

Nelson - Well over 50% of the
operations are on the disk farm
right now.

Bath - So that is not a terribly high
number?

Nelson - Numbers to date are
3,000 transactions per day, 800+
tape mounts per day. Only one
transaction in 3.5 causes a tape
mount, probably 1 in 4 now. A
significant number of tape mounts
are caused by things that don't
have to do with user IO requests,
like copying data from disk to
tape. I have a significant number
of background programs that run at
3:00 a.m. to validate tapes and
make sure they are still readable.

Kitts - Los Alamos may get more
bits on a disk than we do. We
categorize large, medium, and
small files. They do the same,
except they have 120 GB each for
large, medium, and small files.
You will see more activity on our
cartridges than on theirs.

Nelson - Atmospheric scientists
here at NCAR move a dispropor-
tionate amount of data. Therefore,
it isn't reasonable to stipulate how
much disk space is needed; there
will never be enough. Also, 800
mounts per day may seem like a
lot, but we used to do about 1,000
with the CDC/6600 (15 years ago).
Considering we are moving more
data, that number is not excessive.

Bovet - How many operators are
devoted to mounting cartridges?

Nelson - There are 1.5 on the first
shift, 1 for the second shift, and .5
for the third shift.

Bath - How many drives are there?

Nelson - Twelve.

Bath - Have you requested more
equipment?

continued on next page
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Nelson - My group is involved in a
request for additional 3480 drives.
We perceive a need by the scien-
tific community to bring data in
from the field or send data out to
colleagues on 3480 cartridges. We
have requested drives in order to
do that.

Mohr - I thought it would go
across NSFNET.

Nelson - I have done some studies
that show you can do a lot through
NSFNET, but sending data through
the U.S. mail is much cheaper than
over NSFNET.

Mohr - When we go to a higher-
density cartridge, what will happen
to the existing drives? Can they
be upgraded?

Nelson - We won't know until
there is an announcement from
IBM. It is rumored that the drives
can be upgraded.

Kitts - The first change is not an
increase in density; it is a compac-
tion-type software algorithm.
They expect about 2.5 times the
density. A problem is that much
of our data is already compacted,
and it will not help us much.
Within the next five years, they
anticipate about 2 GB per car-
tridge.

Kunitani - How expensive are the
drives?

Bovet - About $357,000 each for
an IBM.

Kunitani - In doing image process-
ing on a divisional computer, there
is sometimes a need to move vast
quantities of data, but the com-
puter can't process them very fast,

and there isn't enough disk space.
It would be nice to have something
like an Exabyte that HAO uses. Is
there any interest in SCD to have
such a drive?

Nelson - SCD has one on order.

Kitts - We have received the
Exabyte, but the IBM PC RT
access machine has not yet arrived.

Nelson - The purpose of that drive
is to allow users to put data onto
an Exabyte cartridge and give it to
Sue Long who gives it a tape
number. When you type in a
command on your terminal, it will
be transferred from that Exabyte
cartridge into the MSS. The MSS
Advisory Committee has been
working on interfaces to do this.
The Exabyte cartridge is probably
more economical.

Bovet - How fast can you read and
download one of these cartridges?

Kunitani - That depends on how
powerful the divisional computer
is. Usually one computer is
blowing up an image, and on one
Sun-2 Workstation, it takes 90
seconds to process one image.

Bovet - So an Exabyte would be
fast enough at about 4 MB a
second.

Nelson - What did you spend for
your Exabyte?

Bovet - We spent about $7,600 for
a complete system. They are
cheaper in the VAX world. The
biggest drive is $3,500, cheaper
than a tape drive or anything else
you can buy. It needs a controller
unless you have a Sun with a SCSI
(Small Computer System Interface)

controller. Cartridges with 2 GB
of data are $9 at K mart.

D'Ambra - Do you have any idea
how much of this volume is from
people backing up their front-end
computers?

Nelson - I believe it is so small
that it is in the noise category.
Some of the large model users are
swamping us. Roy Jenne's group
alone has about 20 to 25% of the
data.

Bovet - How much data are you
transferring each day?

Nelson - About half a terabit a
day, which is very large compared
to most other MSS.

Kitts - Los Alamos has 8,000
customers; we have 1,100. They
have about seven times the number
of files that we have; we have the
same amount of data they have.

Suggestions and Problems

Bovet - I have a user who men-
tioned early in June that he under-
stood there was a plan to start
using part of the SSD (Solid-state
Storage Device) for rolling out
jobs when COS 1.16 arrives. He
has some programs that make good
use of the SSD and are getting
tremendous reductions in IO wait
time by using big fractions of the
SSD. One program uses more
than half of the SSD. He had
heard that one-half of the SSD
would be used for swapping and
wonders how this will be set up
and run and how it would affect
his processing.
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Drake - I have not heard official
figures, but one-half of the SSD
would be 128 million, which
seems excessive for swapping. I
think it only needs 4 to 6 million.

Mohr - When is Version 1.16
scheduled to be delivered?

Drake - They are working on that
now, and I think it is virtually
ready to be released.

Caldwell - They are still testing
and will be during the first week
of July. We will report back to

SCDUG next time. If you have
any questions about this matter,
call the Consulting Office at (303)
497-1278. We will be announcing
Version 1.16 in the Daily Bulletin.

Mohr - At the last meeting, there
was a problem with x-plot scaling.

Bovet - There has been no solution
so far. There are two parts to the
problem. One is that HAO has Jay
Chalmers' metacode that takes
advantage of the range instructions
in the old metacode. GKS (Gra-
phical Kernel System) metacode
doesn't even have a range instruc-
tion, so the translators don't take
advantage of it. The Xerox printer
is setting things up for two plots
on one page. If you tell it to do
only one plot, it will, but leaves it
the same size as if you had two.

D'Ambra - Do we have an esti-
mate when we'll be connected to
BITNET?

Drake - I was told today that it is
done. The announcement will be
forthcoming. It is in the friendly-
user phase.

Homer-Miller - It was in the Daily
Bulletin several days ago.

D'Ambra - Will Greg Woods
(SCD) be working on routing our
mail through the new connection?

Caldwell - They're routing it
through the IBM 4381 (IO).

D'Ambra - So it's accessible from
the IBM?

Caldwell - I asked today how to
get to BITNET from UNIX and
other machines and was advised to
speak to someone else. We will
have a report on it at the next
meeting.

D'Ambra - Right now, our gate-
way is at Harvard.

Mohr - Who would make that
connection, Greg?

Caldwell - You can talk with Greg
or Don Morris, who is head of the
Networking and Data Communica-
tions Group in SCD.

Horner-Miller - I have been able to
send a message to Belgium and
receive a response.

Future Agenda

The group decided to cancel the
August SCDUG meeting. There
will be a meeting in July, and
Greg Woods will give a talk on
electronic mail at NCAR.

Dave Kitts offered to give a
presentation on the MSS. Mohr
suggested that CGD talk about
some interesting follow-up work
on the software engineering course
that was given by Battelle about a

year ago. Mohr also suggested
that Diane Norman (DIR) report
on some proposals for the new
administrative computer system in
September. Caldwell requested an
overview of ATD computing.

Caldwell made an announcement
that SCD is offering a Site Liaison
Workshop from August 1-5. Two
representatives from each NCAR
scientific division are invited as
well as representatives from 20 to
25 different universities. They
will be given intensive training on
NCAR systems. This is for very
experienced users (three to ten
years) who are often in the posi-
tion of supporting other people at
their site or division in using
computing resources. There are 30
50-minute lectures scheduled to
date. The lectures, which will be
given by SCD staff, will cover
Cray compilers, JCL, networking,
data communications, the Mass
Storage System, NCAR Graphics
and translators, job queue manage-
ment, software libraries, draft
documentation, and so on. There
will be hands-on utilization of data
networking and communications,
using Macintosh computers set up
in the Damon Room and IBM PCs
in the Director's Conference
Room.

Mohr announced that a memo was
sent to all NCAR Division Direc-
tors with a copy of the SCDUG
membership list asking them to
make changes if they wished. See
the following updated list.

SCD USERS GROUP MEMBERS

The SCDUG members meet from
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. on the fourth

continued on next page
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Monday of each month in the
Damon Room. Any changes in
time, date, or location will be
announced in advance. The
minutes of each meeting are
published in the SCD Computing
News. Special handouts and
copies of the minutes may be
obtained by calling SCD at (303)
497-1205.

Chairperson: Carl Mohr, ATD

Division Representatives:

ACD
Paul Bailey - 1410 - ML,
bailey@acdpyr

Richard Brost - 1444 - ML,
brost@acdpyr
Tim Frederick (Alt.) 1498 - ML,
frederick@acdpyr

ADMIN
Carol Chatfield - 1178 - ML,
ncarlib@scdpyr
Dennis Hunter - 8872 - 55A

ATD
Dick Friesen - 1047 - JEF,
rbf@scd4381
Dick Oye - 8809 - RL 3,
oye@rdss
Carl Mohr - 8968, RL-3,
mohr@rap

CGD
Chuck D'Ambra - 1626 - ML,
chuck@ics-m
Craig Kunitani - 1322 - ML,
kunitani@cgdra
Linda Bath (Alt.), 1326 - ML,
bath@aapl

HAO
Ray Bovet - 1539 - ML,
bovet@hao
Ron Gilliland - 1565 - ML,
gillil@hv

MMM
Patricia Waukau -8906-RL 6,
waukau@mmm
Robin Vaughan-8945-RL 6,
robin@mmm

An index of articles from the past 12 months appears in each issue.

Charging - GAUs
Charging started for hardcopy graphic images (Jan. 1988,

Systems)
DICOMED charges decreased in May (June 1987)
MP1 and MP2 job classes (Feb. 1988, SCDUG)
Mono-processing 1 (MP1) job class added (Jan. 1988,

Systems)
SCD reduces GAU charges for CRAY-1A computer (June

1988, Systems)
Slight charge increase for DICOMED film processing (Feb.

1988, Systems)
Trailer sheet with GAU charges added to graphics output

(May 1988)
Use new form to correct charging problems (July 1988,

MSS)

Cray Computers
Accessing memory on the CRAY X-MP (May 1988)
Applications libraries compiled on CFT77 Release 2.0 (July

1988)
Chervin receives parallel computing award (May 1988)
Colorado Science Fair winner uses CRAY-1A compute at

NCAR (June 1988)
CRAY job class changes (Nov. 1987)
CRAY job recovery (Nov. 1987)
CRAY X-MP Job Queue Manager changes (July 1988,

Systems)

CRAY X-MP moving to COS 1.16 (May 1988)
Highlights of CFT77 Release 2.0 (July 1988)
How to access the FISHPAK software library (Mar. 1988)
How to use DN, PDN, and FLNM correctly (Mar. 1988,

Hints)
Importing data to the MSS from optical disks (Mar. 1988)
MP1 and MP2 job classes (Feb. 1988, SCDUG)
MSS ONLINE and OFFLINE parameters implemented

(Feb. 1988)
Mono-processing class now available on CRAY-1A

computer (July 1988, Systems)
Mono-processing 1 (MP1) job class added (Jan. 1988,

Systems)
No tape access on CRAY,CX (Apr. 1988, Systems)
New FORTRAN compiler now available (Sept. 1987)
One-hour limit on Cray Background 1 jobs removed (July

1988, Systems)
Performance of CFT77 on vector loops (Oct. 1987)
Performance testing for the CRAY,CX computer (Aug.

1987)
Remote Job Entry over the Internet now available (Mar.

1988)
Report on the CFT77 FORTRAN compiler (Aug. 1987)
SCD conducts performance and benchmarking tests (Apr.

1988)
Techniques for restarting your CRAY job (Nov. 1987)
UNICOS at Los Alamos (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)
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Graphics
Change in NCAR Graphics distribution policy(May 1988)
Computer Output Committee releases recommendations

(Feb. 1988)
The four versions of NCAR Graphics (Mar. 1988)
GKS version of EZMAP to be changed (July 1987)
Graphics output on the Xerox 4050 laser printers (Jan.

1988, Hints)
Graphics plans for SCD (June 1988, SCDUG)
NCAR Graphics - The two-year plan (Jan. 1988)
New release of NCAR Graphics for VAX/VMS systems

(Jan. 1988)
New release of NCAR Graphics now available (Nov. 1987)
Options to process CGM through the DICOMED (Feb.

1988, SCDUG)

IBM 4381 (IO) Front-end Computer
Additional security measures to be implemented on the IBM

4381 (Apr. 1988)
Change on RDR spool files on the IBM 4381 (Feb. 1988,

Systems)
Changing multiple MSS Files from the IBM 4381 (IO)

computer (Dec. 1987)
Having problems using FTP to connect to the IBM? (May

1988, Networking)
VMSECURE command imposes new security (Feb. 1988)

Input/Output
Graphics output on the Xerox 4050 laser printers (Jan.

1988, Hints)
No tape access on CRAY,CX (Apr. 1988, Systems)
Saving and printing screen dumps on the Mac (May 1988,

Hints)
Tape services provided by SCD (Dec. 1987)
What are MASnet, UCARnet, LDN, and TGS? (Jan. 1988,

Acronyms)
Xerox printers available for graphics metacode files (Nov.

1987)

Mass Storage System
Change in MSS retention periods (Feb. 1988, MSS)
Changing multiple MSS files from the IBM 4381 (IO)

computer (Dec. 1987)
Changing your mass storage passwords (June 1988, MSS)
Checksum errors and MSS files (Apr. 1987)
Importing data to the MSS from optical disks (Mar. 1988)
Experimental shared data facility (Nov. 1987)
MAQR speeds multiple ACQUIREs (Apr. 1988, Hints)
The MSS Advisory Committee: Issues and recommenda-

tions (Dec. 1987)
MSS ONLINE and OFFLINE parameters implemented

(Feb. 1988)
Ninth IEEE Symposium on Mass Storage Systems (June

1988)
Problem with purge notices corrected (Mar. 1988)
Should you store duplicate files? (Mar. 1988, MSS)

Status report on MSS Advisory Committee (Feb. 1988,
SCDUG)

Tape capability via Export/Import on the MSS for UNIX
systems (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)

Upgrade to Mass Storage Control Processor (Oct. 1987)
Use new form to correct charging problems (July 1988,

MSS)

NCAR News
Accessing the NCAR Library catalog on-line (Dec. 1987)
Computational support in the Atmospheric Chemistry

Division (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)
NCAR has new weather data accessing system (Mar. 1988)
Office support and the company store (Mar. 1988, SCDUG)
Status of Fortran 8x proposal (Jan. 1988, SCDUG)
Summary of Fortran 8x draft revision available (Aug. 1987)

Networking and Data Communications
1-800 service for Microcom 9600 BPS modem users (Dec.

1987)
9600 BPS modems now available (Nov. 1987)
Changes at NSFNET and ARPANET cause slowdowns

(July 1988)
Changes to Telenet (Feb. 1988,)
Congestion on the NSFNET (Mar. 1988)
The Connection Machine (July 1988, SCDUG)
Contact your local representatives with Internet problems

(Apr. 1988)
Data communications package update (Dec. 1987)
Distributed computing - What does it mean? (May 1988)
EM4010 upgrade procedure (Apr. 1988)
Greg Woods: SCD's electronic mail specialist (June 1988)
Having problems using FTP to connect to the IBM? (May

1988)
High-speed WATS access to NCAR now available (Mar.

1988)
How to access the SCD Daily Bulletin on different

computers (Apr. 1988)
How to use "anonymous FTP accounts" (Mar. 1988)
IBM communications controller upgraded (Oct. 1987)
An introduction to the Internet and USAN (Nov. 1987)
MASnet Internet Gateway System (MIGS) (July 1988,

SCDUG)
Monitoring Ethernet networks (Nov. 1987)
NASA Science Network (Jan. 1988, SCDUG)
NCAR connection to SPAN (May 1988)
NSFNET backbone to expand and jump to T1 speeds (June

1988)
NSFNET management awarded to MERIT, Inc. (Jan. 1988)
New CMS Kermit version installed (July 1988, Networking)
New Telenet line-mode/Simware logon procedure (Mar.

1988)
New version of SPARTACUS/KNET installed (Nov. 1987)
Please stand by: NSFNET experiences network difficulties

(June 1988, Networking)

continued on next page
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Remote Job Entry over the Internet now available (Mar.
1988)

SPAN (Apr. 1988, SCDUG)
Telenet, TELNET, and FTP (May 1988, Acronyms)
Telenet update (Oct. 1987)
Telenet WATS numbers changing (July 1988, Networking)
Timeout function implemented for Telenet access (Nov.

1987)
UNIX mail: Aliasing names and lists (June 1988, Hints)
Version 2.6 of SPARTACUS/KNET installed (May 1988)
Workshop reviews progress toward next-generation

networks (July 1988)
What are MASnet, UCARnet, LDN, and TGS? (Jan. 1988,

Acronyms)

SCD News
Call for Poster Presentations, Supercomputing '88 (July

1988)
Computational Space Committee (July 1988, SCDUG)
Consulting staff adds new member (Jan. 1988)
Election of new chairperson (July 1988, SCDUG)
Experimental shared data facility (Nov. 1987)
IEEE Computer Society contributes to Global Change

Program (July 1988)
Introducing the SCD user support specialist (Sept. 1987)
Joseph receives NCAR Technical Support Award (Feb.

1988)
Keep in touch for better service from the Consulting Office

(Feb. 1988, Hints)
Lynne Andrade: New SCD consultant (Oct. 1987)
New tools monitor SCD computing operations (June 1988)
The path to UNIX (Jan. 1988, Director's Col.)
Please update your user numbers (Aug. 1987)

Recommended UNIX books (July 1988, Hints)
Revised review process for small allocation requests (Aug.

1987)
SCD appoints Consulting Group Head (Mar. 1988)
SCD celebrates first anniversary of Director Bill Buzbee

(June 1988)
SCD extends Consulting Office hours (July 1988)
SCD reorganization results in new distributed computing

section (Aug. 1987)
Supercomputing '88 Conference notes (July 1988)
TBM shut down for the last time (Oct. 1987)
Users Conference examines future supercomputing use

and technology (Feb. 1988)

Software Libraries
Automated scripts (May 1988, SCDUG)
How to access the FISHPAK software library (Mar. 1988)
IMSL Edition 10.0 now available (June 1988)
Locating applications software on the NCAR CRAY

computers (Apr. 1987)
NAG chapter documentation files available (May 1988)
NAG Fortran Library is updated (Feb. 1988)
New version of FITPACK software library available (Oct.

1987)
New version of SAS available (Mar. 1988)
Proposed software services in distributed computing (May

1988, SCDUG)
Software and documentation upgrades to SSDLIN (Aug.

1987)
SLATEC documentation files now available (Nov. 1987)
STARPAC 2 now available (Jan. 1988)
Using NCAR's on-line software catalog (Apr. 1987)
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
O Add to mailing list [ Delete from mailing list ] Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Trademarks: CRAY, CRAY-1, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, COS, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems
Corp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Microsoft is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corp.; PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.; PostScript is aregistered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.; and
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of that company
or product to the exclusion of others.

SCD COMPUTER SCHEDULE
The SCD computers run continuously, except for scheduled maintenance times and unforeseen equipment or
power failures. The computers may be unavailable during the following maintenance periods:

Computers

All computers
CRAY, C1
CRAY, CX

daily as needed
Monday, Wednesday
Tuesday, Thursday

Times
(Mountain Time Zone)
07:00 - 08:30
06:00 - 08:00
06:00 - 08:30

Read the on-line version of the Daily Bulletin for updated information on the status of all SCD equipment.



SERVICES DIRECTORY

CONTACT PHONE E-MAIL
__________________________________________________ (303) ______

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 CONSULTI
Visitor/User Information Frieda Garcia 497-1254 FRIEDA
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 ROSEMARY
Computing Resource Applications John Adams 497-1213 JOHNAD
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Remote Access Information
Data Communications (RSCS-RJE) Bill Ragin 497-1258 BILLJR
US Telecom (T7elenet) Maria Meehl 497-1301 MARLA
Internet Access (TCP/IP) Don Morris 497-1282 MORRIS

Operational Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240
Machine Room Oper. Supervisor 497-1200
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42
Tape Librarian - 1/2"? and MSS Sue Long 497-1245 SUELONG
Graphics Software Distribution General Information 497-1201
Documentation Orders/Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 MARYB

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL: The electronic mail (e-mail) addresses above are for the IBM 4381 (10)
front-end computer. The following examples show the addresses for sending e-mail to the SCD consultants.

From the IBM 4381 (10) computer, enter: TO CONSULTI1
OR

From a host computer connected to the Internet, use a local mailing program with the Internet address:
consult 1@ scd43 8 Lucan~edu

If the Internet address does not work, note that the explicit Internet address is 128.117.8.7 and consult your local
system administrator.
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